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Diplomacy faces diverse challenges. For instance, the “international responsibility to protect” is a key
point for diplomats, in addition to the immigration/emigration issues which are “major diplomatic challenges
internationally” [36], and the COVID-19 global pandemic which is exercising governments across globe at
time of writing [23].
It is crucial for countries to realise that their economies, global competition, and cyberspace security rely
on a functioning and secure cyber space. Internet access, and the use of emergent technologies, is on the
political agendas of all countries, whether they are cyber powers (e.g. United States, China, Russia, France,
Israel, United Kingdom) or merely active consumers of Internet-enabled technologies [18].
The modern issues of ‘sustainable development’, the environmental concerns, the global pandemics, the
economy and the expansion of international law are seen as major diplomatic challenges [36]. Over the last
two decades, a new diplomatic domain has been added to this list: cyber diplomacy.
The Research Questions (RQi) this paper explores are:
Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the dimensions of cyber diplomacy, as revealed by existing
research?
Research Question 2 (RQ2): Which aspects of cyber diplomacy have not received any attention from
researchers?
This paper offers a comprehensive overview of current research into cyber diplomacy. We commence,
in Section 2, by introducing the field of cyber diplomacy. Section 3 outlines the methods used to carry out
our literature review. Section 4 reports on our findings, and Section 5 reflects on them. Finally, Section 7
concludes by outlining the implications of the research.
2. Cyber Diplomacy
Cyberspace provides digital/cyber tools to facilitate a more effective implementation of diplomatic
strategies, generating, at the same time, a whole range of government-led measures that can benefit from the
diplomat’s standard and well understood techniques and mentality [33].
2.1. Core Terms
The distinction between “regular/standard” diplomacy and cyber diplomacy is straightforward: if the
cyber dimension is the core reason for the diplomacy, it is cyber diplomacy.
Cyber diplomacy incorporates the use of diplomatic tools and mindsets to resolve issues arising from
the international use of cyberspace [31]. The use of cyber tools to promote broader diplomatic agendas, as
well as the use of diplomatic techniques and mental modes to analyse and manage cyberspace problems, are
separate but interdependent activities.
A related but different term is digital diplomacy, which is defined as “the use of social networking sites
in order to foster dialogue with online publics” [16, p.332]. Riordan [31], clarifies the distinction between
cyber and digital diplomacy, explaining that digital diplomacy refers to the use of digital tools and techniques
to do diplomacy while cyber diplomacy refers to the use of diplomatic tools and the diplomatic mindset to
resolve issue arising from cyberspace. Our paper focuses on the latter: cyber diplomacy.
2.2. Diplomacy
Diplomatic action in international relations has become a priority because of the security of states being
at stake [32]. It is clear that this security is deeply intertwined with cyberspace and the need to protect critical
infrastructures, and the wider population, from the impact of nation-state cyber attacks.
This begs the question of the extent and reach of cyber diplomacy, which is considered as an essential
instrument in international relations, and its influence in bringing together different and diverse actors.
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2.3. The Paris Call
The Paris Call for Cyber Peace is a cyber initiative launched by France, during a speech delivered by
French President Emmanuel Macron. The Call was held at the Internet of Trust on 12 November 2018 at
UNESCO, in Paris, in the presence of UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres. This followed the initiative
of the Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) in 2017, after failing for lack of consensus.
This key cyber diplomacy initiative is encapsulated in the Paris Call [21], a French diplomatic endeavour,
which places France at the forefront (advocating the use of soft power, or power by cooptation, a notion
proposed by Joseph Nye [26]). Cybersecurity is a key issue in diplomatic relations, as identified by the French
White Paper on Defence and National Security [15] as a national priority. The Paris Call is characterised by:
• Involvement of a gathering of a multitude of actors, both private and public.
• The highlighting of the need for international law to apply automatically in cyberspace.
• The positioning of France as a leader in cyber issues on the international front, as compared to other
cyber powers leaders (e.g. United States, France, Israel, China, Russia, United Kingdom).
It has become fundamental to understand the nature of cyber diplomacy and to extend our understanding
of this emerging field. Answering the two research questions mentioned in the introduction will help achieve
this, by providing a snapshot of existing research into the extent and nature of diplomatic action, as it applies
to international cyberspace relations.
3. Research Methodology
A systematic literature review was carried out following the approach proposed by [33, 17]. The goal
of the systematic literature review was to provide answers to the two research questions enumerated in the
introduction.
Given the embryonic state of this particular research field, it was important to include gray literature in
addition to research published in peer reviewed venues. We thus included industry reports, websites and
books so that we did not miss any key research. Hence, a variety of academic databases, such as Cairn.info,
Scopus and general search engines, such as Google Scholar, were used to gather relevant sources.
We collected material with a timeline between 2010-2019, in order to capture newly published literature,
as well as work published early in the development of the field. The methodology adopted in the systematic
review is depicted in the prisma in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Systematic Review Prisma

The research methodology includes the following phases:
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1. Phase 1 (Identification): 419 results were found by searching all databases using the keywords:
“diplomacy + digital” and “diplomacy + power”.
2. Phase 2 (Screening): After initial screening, it was found that 48.45% of papers (203) from phase 1
were irrelevant due to being out of scope or context. A further, more focused, search was subsequently
performed using specific keyword combinations “cyber diplomacy”+ country, “Cyber Power” +
country.
3. Phase 3 (Eligibility): The 419 results were reduced to 216 by analysing the abstracts of the documents.
Only relevant studies were retained.
4. Phase 4 (Inclusion): All the remaining papers (195) were now recorded in a structured and systematic
format. The papers were now read, and the final weeding out process eliminated all but 21 papers.
5. Phase 5 (Profiling table): A profiling table was created for the 21 sources that were considered
relevant to the research topic and were retained for detailed analysis (Table A.6).
4. Findings
As mentioned in the previous section, only 21 studies were retained for intensive analysis. These studies
were classified into groups in terms of: (1) relevance, (2) country where the study was conducted, and (3)
methodology adopted.
4.1. Country
In terms of countries or regions where the studies were conducted: nine in France, four in the UK, one
in Canada, one in the Netherlands, one in Switzerland, two in the US, one from a collaboration between
Romania and the USA, and two in Australia and Oceania.
Most of the studies ([32], [33], [17], [2], [3], [35], [25], [10], [26], [7], [14]) did not have a specific focus
on a particular country, or countries more generally. However, some of them mentioned countries as part of
supporting evidence ([4], [1], [22], [24], [37], [9]).
4.2. Paper Focus
The publications are divided into five categories, reflecting their focus. Of 21 resources:
1. Cyber Diplomacy - Definition: Four (4) studies explored the core meaning of the term “Cyber
Diplomacy” (e.g. definition, terminology, impact).
2. Cyber Diplomacy - Methods: Three (3) studies addressed methodologies, which helped to reveal the
key dimensions used to elaborate and highlight relationships between similar terms.
3. Cyber Diplomacy - Security and Power factors: Five (5) studies introduced these two crucial
elements in the interaction between “Diplomacy” and “Cyber”. Indeed, within cyberspace, security,
and to a certain extent, cyber security, is one of the main objectives pursued by the diverse cyber
powers.
4. Cyber Diplomacy - Multilateralism, international relations and international law: Three (3)
studies highlight the need for the field to be further investigated in depth. For instance, multilateralism
is a way for countries, and other actors, to work together as a community within international relations
where numerous challenges and issues are confronted and exposed in today’s connected world. Hence,
international law is also pertinent, because it is question of regulating cyberspace. Therefore, States
and governments are not in favour of creating a new form of international law. Laws that already exist
could feasibly be adapted to the current situation. Organisations, big corporations, and private actors in
general are more likely to pursue a new International Code of Conduct, distinct from the existing ones.
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5. Cyber Diplomacy - Diplomacy and the Internet: Six (6) studies outline the fundamental dimensions
of Cyber Diplomacy. Indeed, diplomacy and Internet are the pillars supporting a comprehensive
structuring of the Cyber Diplomacy research domain.
Table A.6 in the Appendix provides a brief review of the key findings of each paper to provide a precis of
the insights each offers.

Fig. 2. Cyber Diplomacy Dimensions

4.3. Categorising Papers
Lohmann [20] introduces features of diplomacy, which allows us to sort the 21 papers. In order to achieve
this, a mind map was constructed to isolate the dimensions of diplomacy, representing the different and
diverse features of diplomacy, without including cyber (Figure 2). Tables A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4 and A.5 reflect
the dimensions of cyber diplomacy, as revealed by the analysis.
What emerges from this analysis is that the four studies focusing solely on cyber diplomacy exemplify
similar criteria, which is that cyber diplomacy is primarily state-led. This explains that the research area
of cyber diplomacy has its roots in regular or standard diplomacy, having adapted itself to the needs and
requirements of the merging of the physical and cyber worlds.
In particular, [31, 27, 25, 10] had two features in common: state-led (official), and non-governmental
diplomacy (except for [25]). This means that the initial essence in these studies is to put into perspective, or
to mention features of, state-led diplomacy (or official diplomacy), or non-governmental diplomacy. Others
had another feature: inter-country ties [27, 25, 10]. These addressed the expansion of political, economic and
cultural ties between countries.
4.4. Discussion
The well understood, required and expected traditional diplomacy criteria, standards, skills, and abilities
are not necessarily well-suited for the types of diplomacy that mutate and change in this connected world
with evolving and emergent cyber-attacks, viruses, and threats. The resulting consequences and damages will
be as much virtual as physical, and can not simply be managed as it would be with more traditional physical
threats. Indeed, the observation evidence is quite clear. Due to the newness of this field, the methods used,
even within the few studies we analysed, are limited and relate to past concepts, norms, theories. We can not
be sure that they are appropriate for use in this domain, or settle only for theory/concept based studies, as
we need more empirical research to better understand cyber diplomacy. For instance, cyber diplomacy in
international cyberspace relations has never been investigated using a combination of interviews, observations
and analysis of the literature. For instance, with regard to the need for empirical evidence, studies by [31]
and [10] can be expanded by supporting the theory with evidence such as interviewing diplomats, observing
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diplomats, and considering targeted case studies. Hence, our taxonomy helps us to identify relevant methods
by describing the field as a whole.
Moreover, the five categories of references listed previously prompted further informations to the concepts
and theories around the core subject - cyber diplomacy - which are mainly multilateralism [3]; security [2],
[1], [22], [26], [7]; and capacity building [28]. In addition, [4], [25] and [14] focus on diplomacy as a base of
foreign relations and policies. Whereas [35], [27] and [24] address the digital strategies and changes that
have consequences within cyberspace.
This is why Barat-Ginies [5] poses the question related to the viability of international law. This question
correlates with the discussion that actors (either public or private) want, either to build a certain regulation,
appropriate norms, rules, laws - especially for states and governments. Other actors argue for an International
Code of Conduct, i.e. international law (e.g. China, Russia for instance), and what big corporations such as
GAFAM (Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft) call for. Some groups are more inclined to a new
International Code of Conduct (e.g. the Shanghai Organisation, of which China and Russia are members). In
contrast, other actors, thus, maintain the right to keep their national/state sovereignty intact and secure.
Vaı̈sse [37] provides a definition of multilateralism in order to lay the foundations for this concept.
Castells [9] studies the sociology of networks dealing with the historical, sociological, cultural, technological
and economic fields and how they have been transformed by networks. These two publications offer a global
perspective of the subject and are ahead of the rest, in terms of international relations and establishment of
concrete explanation, from a cyber perspective.
5. Answering the Research Questions
We now return to our two research questions:
RQ1: What are the dimensions of cyber diplomacy, as revealed by existing research?
The dimensions revealed by our investigation are depicted in Figure 2. This demonstrates the adaptive,
versatile, useful and relevant nature of the field.
RQ2: Which aspects of cyber diplomacy have not received any attention from researchers?
As shown in Figure 3, the neglected aspects of cyber diplomacy are linked to diplomatic action in
international cyberspace relations. Specifically, this means that in a interrelated world, collaboration,
constructive work and effective action are the keys towards a better understanding of this newly emerging
field.
Figure 3 summarises the paper foci encompassing: observation evidence (6 papers), taxonomy (6 papers),
and case studies (9 papers). Lessons from standard diplomacy, traditional diplomacy, or even pre-cyber
diplomacy have not been covered. This is a gap in the literature. The well established tried and tested methods
used to study other kinds of diplomacy do not necessarily relate to the standards of cyber diplomacy. The
exact mappings ought to be investigated.
Nevertheless, a focus on cyber security is missing, especially in conjunction with cyber power, and joint
definitions of what constitutes cyber threats and efforts to build consensus (e.g Convention on Cybercrime,
ETS No.185). These are essential, given the link between cyber diplomacy and cyber security, and of its
interdisciplinary aspects.
6. Reflection & Future Work
The twenty-one publications we reviewed reflect the extent of cyber diplomacy. Therefore, considering
that there are few experts and studies with a focus on cyber diplomacy itself, it is crucial to incorporate
notions, theories, and inputs orbiting the research subject and helping cover, and more generally, surround the
key aspects of cyber diplomacy. Future work could advance pursuing a number of directions. Three examples
are:
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Fig. 3. Categorisation of Sources

1. The first would be to apply Actor-Network Theory (ANT) [19, 11] and the sociology of networks [9]).
Bueger [8] portrays the Actor-Network Theory as a symmetrical theory of representation. Indeed,
this theory explains that state diplomacy needs tools to properly represent a state. However, there is
also a need to include not only state or public actors, but also for professional and private actors to be
representatives within the international community.
2. The second one would be security theory [7] and cybersecurity [22, 12]. This theory’s main purpose is
to foster more security and peace within cyberspace.
3. The third would be to focus on multilateralism, or even new multilateralism [37], and cyber power [26].
These are two correlated concepts, because both imply the need to involve interconnections, relations,
and exchanges between two or more entities.
Table A.6 can be considered a starting point for maturing the cyber diplomacy field. The direction
the research has taken so far includes studies and analyses of diplomatic actions (of a state, government,
corporation, civil society, etc.) that have made an impact on international negotiations.
These may result in agreements, treaties or initiatives and take place in a interlinked world, within
cyberspace (e.g. The Paris Call, in November 2018 [21]). An example of this type of study is an analysis of
the ongoing and current work of the UN agencies on putting in place a new initiatives [13]. This involves
state/government other actors from the private sector such as corporations and civil societies (e.g. OEWG).
The purpose of this initiative is to find common ground and try to resolve issues arising from cyberspace
(including cyber attacks, etc.).
A direction for future work could be to follow the international sessions, meetings, and conferences to
witness progress (solutions, issues) and to analyse these. This might constitute combining a new Group
of Governmental Experts (GGE) and the UN Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG) while targeting the
diplomatic actions of specific countries which are cyber powers, as well as being involved in these initiatives.
7. Conclusion
The research reported here explored the dimensions of cyber diplomacy evidenced by both research and
gray literature. We highlight the fact that cyber diplomacy is not purely a technical issue, confirming what
Riordan argues [32]. So far, technical experts appear to have shaped cyberspace, but it would be a mistake
to let them continue to shape offshoots of this core domain. Doing so would result in state and government
actors lacking structure and abilities related to non-technical security and power tools. There is a need for
research into diplomatic action, encouraging diplomatic attention across the international community.
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Table A.1. References: Cyber Diplomacy

Features of Diplomacy

Riordan et
al. [31]

Pahlavi
[27]

Nocetti [25]

Cı̈rnu [10]

State-Led (Official)
Non-Governmental
Military
Soft Power
Hard Power
Public (Diplomacy)
Coercive Power
Gathering Information
Inter-Country Ties
Facilitating observation
Table A.2. References: Definitions and Methods

Features of Diplomacy

Hanson [14]

State-Led (Official)
Non-Governmental
Military
Soft Power
Hard Power
Public (Diplomacy)
Coercive Power
Gathering Information
Inter-Country Ties
Facilitating observation
Table A.3. References: Security and Power components

Features of Diplomacy

Al-Rodhan
[2]

Abrahamson &
Williams [1]

Van
Der
Meer [22]

Nye
[26]

Battistella
[7]

State-Led (Official)
Non-Governmental
Military
Soft Power
Hard Power
Public (Diplomacy)
Coercive Power
Gathering Information
Inter-Country Ties
Facilitating observation
Table A.4. References: Multilateralism and International relations/law

Features of Diplomacy
State-Led (Official)
Non-Governmental
Military
Soft Power
Hard Power
Public (Diplomacy)
Coercive Power
Gathering Information
Inter-Country Ties
Facilitating observation

Badie & Devin [3]

Barat-Ginies [1]

Vaı̈sse [37]
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Table A.5. References: Diplomacy and Internet

Features of Diplomacy

Balzacq et
al. [4]

Taillat
[35]

Pawlak
[28]

Nocetti
[24]

Castells
[9]

State-Led (Official)
Non-Governmental
Military
Soft Power
Hard Power
Public (Diplomacy)
Coercive Power
Gathering Information
Inter-Country Ties
Facilitating observation

Table A.6. Profiling Table
Source Summaries
[2] This book aims to put into perspective a new, highly and innovative security principle: “The Multi-Sum Security Principle”,
which classifies global security into five dimensions (human, environmental, national, transnational, and transcultural security)
promoting cooperative interaction between States and peaceful coexistence between cultural groups and civilisations.
[3] This book revolves around the concept of multilateralism regarding the new aspects of the international action around
the world, impacting diplomacy, NGOs, and media. Two objectives are to propose marking insights from thirteen experts in
political science, economics, history and law; and to identify certain reflections towards the deep meaning of multilateralism in
a new world system we live in, influenced by all sorts of conflicts.
[4] This book is the first French-language Handbook of Diplomacy, which covers all the dimensions of the diplomatic institution
in the 21st Century, setting it in its historical evolution and presenting its classical aspects as well as its new forms of expression.
[1] This article focuses on the privatisation and globalisation of commercial private security instead of the battlefields.
[35] This paper explores the impact of the digital domain on the international strategic landscape, by proposing three arguments
including the expenditure of the digital space, the mindset of actors, and the political and strategic configuration.
[27] This paper analyses the concept of Cyber-Diplomacy described as a new and central strategy of influence, within current
international affairs, which is developed by governments. Indeed, diplomatic tools and mindsets change constantly in the
hyper-connected world in order to comply with new challenges and sets of national interests.
[5] This paper explains the resourceful adaptability of international law regarding new challenges within the hyper- and
inter-connected world, while also focusing on Geneva conventions, Tallinn manual linked to CyberWarfare, the NATO Cyber
defence centre of excellence as illustration or case studies.
[22] This paper brings to light the threatening aspect of cyber aggression regarding international security and stability. In other
words, the particular action of national cyber policies towards deterrence is questioned regarding its efficiency. That is why
diplomacy, alongside confidence-building measures and international norms, have potential in delivering constructive and
substantial results in the long term.
[28] This article explores the nexus that international debates regarding cyber-related issues and cyber capacity building share.
Hence, it focuses on the projects held by the Council of Europe and International Telecommunication Union surrounding
capacity building being potentially useful as a foreign policy tool.
[25] This introduction is a first peace of the French Think-tank paper about Cybersecurity. Indeed, the author describes the
state of cyberspace and accentuates at the end by reminding about cyber diplomacy.
[10] This articles points out the fact that although cyber-diplomacy is a new topic, it has already advanced in leaps and bounds
worldwide in an attempt to define and to summarise the efforts constantly made to solve a new type of conflict, namely those
taking place in cyberspace.
[24] This articles explain the leading role of in Internet Governance, while taking into consideration the majority of non-Western
countries Internet users, and the the different perspectives of diverse countries.
[26] This book revolves around the term “cyber power” by explaining its importance in world politics and involving different
aspects of powers that have particular characteristics, type of diffusion and illustration of powers.
[7] This book focuses on the understanding of the contemporary world based on theories of international relations. Moreover,
this chapter 14 deals with security in international relations, which is a key matter for a majority of the world’s nations.
[14] This book is about public diplomacy and its novelties or new features allowing for quick evolutions, opportunities and
changes, at the same time outlining the wired world we live in.
[37] This books presents a global synthesis of international political relations since 1945, while being directly turned to current
news.
[9] This book centres around the new forms of social hierarchy developed in the network society (with a warning of shortcoming
of sources and data), through interacted ideas of the Internet, economy and society.
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